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Introduction 
The shoe designer as a twentieth century phenomenon represents the bridging divide between 
design and craft as the designer transferred the process of making shoes to a factory.  Classical 
notions of design present it as a process whereby drawing is prefigured by a concept, often omitting 
the importance of materials, which through their particular technical, functional and sensorial 
properties, direct the nature of design (Küchler 2011). Materials such as leathers, suede, snakeskin 
and other textiles form the aesthetic characteristics of shoes.  These materials are significant to 
creativity, not just in terms of their look, but also in how they influence the designer through their 
sensual qualities, which both inspires the future design while directing the physicality of the final 
form. Little is known of how designers physically engage with these materials. Drawing from an 
ethnography of the creative practice of studio based shoe designers and the author’s own 
experience of learning shoemaking the essay seeks to address this gap by illustrating the significance 
of materials to the creative process of shoe design.    
Observing the creative process of 23 women’s shoe designers witnessed their sourcing of different 
materials, and their engagement with them which involved wrapping them around the shoe last and 
imagining through the manipulation of the flat surface how it might transform through making into a 
structured form.  Starting first with the look of the material they would engage tacitly, feeling the 
flat texture and then wrapping and pulling it around the last, manipulating it to resemble a three-
dimensional shape.  The senses were working together, fuelling their creative imagination and it was 
this that lead to the conceptualisation of design ideas.  Materials were seen to be the sources of 
inspiration and for these designers’ creativity was revealed as a craft process that emerged through 
the interrelationship of the senses (Howes 2011). The observations and practical experiences drawn 
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from the ethnography illustrated how flat materials transformed through the craft of making into 
shoes, thus presenting creativity as a sense driven, material process. 
The sensory practice of the shoe designer 
The design studio of Chau Har Lee was a sensory space filled with noisy sewing machines, hand tools, 
shoe lasts, materials – leathers, suede, different types of heels some made in wood and others 
plastic and sketches, all surrounded by the distinct aroma of leather. The materials laid out on her 
workbench were an array of different colours and textures. Chau found that the possibilities of 
materials to transform from being flat into the voluminous form of a shoe were sources of 
fascination and inspiration. She would pick up pieces of material and wrap them around her foot as 
through this particular engagement she imagined what the material could become. From here she 
would sketch out ideas, cut and stitch the material pieces that would form the body of the shoe and 
then start the lasting process.  
The lasting process involved her pulling the cut and stitched material across the top of the last and 
hammering it in place underneath with tacks. It appeared to be a methodical process which involved 
the continued pulling tight of the material across the last using a pair of pliers. Once tight the next 
piece was hammered in place (figure 1). The skill of lasting came from both feeling and visualising 
the tautness of the  material. It required a skill whereby the hands worked with the body in 
relationship to the materials and hand tools. It implied a sensory knowledge with the skilled hand   
as the ‘focal point of craft’ (Marchand 2012: 263). Through Chau’s creative process the boundaries 
between design and craft were blurred as creativity was shown as an embodied practice, requiring 
particular gestures and the sensory knowledge of materials and tools. 
 
Chau Har Lee – Lasting a shoe design (©author’s own photograph) 
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The other shoe designers worked in a similar vein, engaging  their senses with the different look and 
textures of materials. Watching these designers select materials and work them into shoes 
presented shoe design as a craft process that involved particular gestures and motor skills. Sennett  
presents the ideas of an intelligent hand and how craft therefore requires a tacit knowledge (2008). 
The work of these shoes designers demonstrated the importance of the hand and touch in acquiring 
knowledge of  the transformative properties of materials. Yet the hand does not work in isolation as 
particular postures, gestures and responses to the hand tools and materials being worked 
(Marchand  2012) are needed.   
 Verbalising their actions and discussing how the process of making happened appeared to be a 
challenging proposition for these designers. Their actions and subsequent feelings were it seemed 
beyond verbalization as they worked automatically and did not intentionally think about what they 
were doing (Bourdieu 1977).  How materials transformed through the act of lasting, for example, 
was tacit and non-verbal (Polanyi 1967). Motor activities can become so automatic that after time 
they are less open to description (Keller 2001). As the role of the ethnographer is to offer 
descriptions it seemed pertinent that I found a way to put a voice to these designers’ creative and 
sense driven actions. As Lemmonier suggests a ‘little familiarity can help one describe a process’ 
(1992: 28). It seemed that applying a reflective approach whereby I could learn how to make shoes 
would enable my own understanding and subsequent descriptions of shoe design as a craft, sense 
driven process. I therefore enrolled on a beginner’s shoemaking course, where I would learn to make 
a pair of shoes by hand.  
Coming to shoemaking 
The ethnography identified shoemaking to be defined by particular actions of clickingi, closingii and 
finally lasting.  The first stage was to cut out the different parts of the design pattern from a large 
gold leather skin. During this process I worked with a cardboard pattern and a sharp, skiving knife.  
Placing the leather flat I drew carefully around the pattern and then using the knife I slowly cut, 
endeavoring to follow the marked lines. Using this knife required a particular skill of hand movement, 
applying pressure whilst moving the knife slowly around the lines of the pattern. Although 
observations of the shoe designers had shown that cutting material was an embodied practice, I had 
not considered the significance of posture in this. Correct posture was crucial in the clicking process 
as you must stand with your weight bearing down on the knife as it moves round and cuts the 
leather.    
 The next stage was to learn closing. Stitching was done by sitting at a sewing machine, but what 
struck me was the importance of control initiated not just by the hand guiding the leather round, but 
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also the foot on the pedal that controlled the sewing action. I watched demonstrations of the 
correct technique and  saw how important it was to work slowly doing a couple of stitches at a time. 
Yet when it came to doing it, nothing prepared me for the speed at which the machine moved and 
the difficulty of keeping the needle running round a curved seam. The act of stitching utilized the 
senses and was about feeling the right amount of pressure between foot and the pedal that 
controlled the stitching.  Successful action came through the realization that it was my body that 
needed to control the movement of the sewing machine and therefore guide the material. . 
The next stage was lasting.  I had to fix the sole of the shoe onto the bottom of the last.  This was 
done by hammering large tacks through the sole and into the base of the last. As I went to hit the 
tack it was difficult to gauge the direction and the force at which the nail should be hit. It was an 
unfamiliar action and took many attempts to get the tacks in place. Once the sole was attached I   
placed the cut and stitched uppers over the top of the last and secured the back part of the heel 
area onto the last. 
Once fixed in place, the last was placed upside down on top of the lasting peg.  Mark, the teacher, 
demonstrated how the underneath of the last should be held in one hand while the other would use 
the lasting pincers to pull the lining material over the top of the last. Once the material was taut he 
pushed a tack into the material and hammered with short, sharp strokes.  As he lasted he moved 
from side to side of the last repeating the same motions.  The next stage was to pull the leather tight 
over the toe and fix it in place with a tack. He started with five tacks, and continued to add tacks 
from side to side.  As he performed the actions he gave sparse descriptions of the process, telling us 
to just keep pulling the leather until it felt tight. 
Hammering the tacks through the material into the last was challenging.  As I placed the tack and hit 
the hammer down, I either bent the tack or dislodged it from the material, meaning that I had to 
continually repeat the action. During his training as a Navajo silversmith, John Adair recorded that 
‘hammering always looked very easy….’ (Adair 1944:75).  As a tool the hammer impinges upon the 
consciousness of its user. My own impression of observing Mark using the hammer in quick, smooth 
and successive actions was that it looked incredibly easy. Yet in practice it was hard to pull the 
leather over the last, keeping it smooth and taut while hammering the tacks into it. As I held the 
hammer in my hand it felt heavy and awkward and I experienced a sense of deliberation over the 
hammering action I was about to perform. I was unsure how hard or quickly I should move the 
hammer and as a consequence I hammered too lightly and the action was unsuccessful. I realized 
that I was seeing the hammer as distinct from my body (Wynn 1994) and for that reason I was 
feeling anxious about the act that I was performing (Keller 2001). I needed to reconsider my posture 
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standing to the side of the lasting peg and directing the hammer down on a straight line rather than 
at an angle. With each hit I improved my skill and as I became competent I no longer thought about 
the action I was performing.    
What was most striking about the lasting experience was how it played upon my sensory experience 
and required the development of a tacit knowledge. As I pulled the leather over the last, I could feel 
it move through my hands and as I felt for its tautness I was experiencing embodied knowledge, 
since my hand seemed to be telling me if the shoe was correctly lasted. However, the role of sight 
was significant here as the hand and hammer was being guided towards the nail by vision (Marchand 
2012).    Learning these process and doing it by hand, revealed how senses drive creativity and how 
materials react with form through manual processes. As I witnessed the material transform from a 
flat state into the volume of a shoe, I realized that what the hand does in relation to flat materials is 
quite different to what it does in relation to three-dimensional forms.  Finally the shoe was made 
and it stood as a material representation of the tools and the actions that had been performed upon 
it.   
Conclusion   
Through the ethnography and reflective practice it was evident that the creativity of these shoe 
designers was a craft driven process that played on the interrelationships of the senses (Howes 
2011). Through their engagement with materials touch was both proactive and reactive as it 
triggered knowledge that informed the future designs. As I, and the designers, worked the materials 
with tools our senses guided us in terms of the particular gestures and hand movements needed 
(Marchand 2012). The hands worked with the body and its posture responded to the different 
functional and aesthetic properties of the materials. The ethnography revealed the integral role that 
materials have to design and creativity and in so doing has shown how these shoe designers 
engaged in craft practice. The designed shoes emerged through craft as the interrelationships 
between materials, tools, processes and the bodily consciousness and skills of their creators unified 







 Notes  
                                                          
i Clicking is the cutting of the design pattern out of leather or other material.  The term clicking originated 
because of the sound the knife would make against the brass cutting board which was used in traditional 
shoemaking factories.  In modern factories this cutting out or clicking is done by machines or lasers. In the 
studios of the profiled designers they still used the traditional clicking method of a skiving knife and wooden or 
brass topped cutting board.  
ii Closing is the stitching together of the cut out pattern pieces which will eventually make up the designed 
shoe. 
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